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My Favorite Cartographic Images 
The reason that I love maps and have made a life-long study of them is simply that, 
aesthetically they continually fascinate me. Each map has a multitude of endless points 
of fascination – the strange, often imaginary geography, the cultural history displayed, 
the pure artistry. Maps have been drawn for thousands of years. And during that time, 
the appearance of each map can very simply be attributed to one thing: the purpose for 
drawing the map. No, not every map was drawn in order to simply provide directions, 
or display some selected geographic content. Since they can never show everything 
(natural or cultural), the map-maker, or cartographer as they came to be called, selected 
his content based upon the purpose(s) behind the map. Those maps that have survived 
through the centuries show clearly that the map-maker often had a very different 
purpose than to simply display selected geographic elements. The type and amount of 
these non-geographic elements varied widely and while some may be considered purely 
ornamental decoration, often times they had another more significant reason to be 
incorporated. Many of these non-geographic elements were placed on maps to satisfy 
the patron of the map, while others were placed there to provide additional educational 
value to the potential audience. Some examples include the very decorative 
“cartouches” that contained the title or textual descriptions; the placement of historical 
and/or religious events; cities or settlements; or the rendering of exotic animals and 
indigenous people or even sea monsters. It must be noted that during any period of map 
making there are those surviving examples that contain no “decorative” or non-
geographic elements because, again, it depended on the purpose of the map as 
determined by its maker. 
 Of course some will point out that many “decorative elements” such as exotic 
animals, ships and natives were placed on maps merely to fill-out the empty areas that 
were relatively unknown to the map-maker. While this may be true, it is more 
interesting to consider why the cartographer chose to display specific items – Was it to 
attract his audience with the exotic? Was it to educate his audience? Was he simply 
passing on information from sailors and travelers? 
 In the book Art and Cartography (edited by David Woodward), he discusses all 
forms of art associated with maps, including coloring, lettering and ornamentation. 
Woodward states that it has been commonly assumed that the history of cartography 
can be divided into two distinct phases: a “decorative phase”, in which geographical 
information was usually portrayed inaccurately, and a “scientific phase”, in which 
decoration gave way to scientific accuracy. The famous cartographic historian Leo 
Bagrow delimited the subject matter of his general work in this way: “This book ends 
where maps ceased to be works of art, the products of individual minds, and where 
craftsmanship was finally superseded by science and the machine; this came in the 
second half of the eighteenth century.” In all but the most narrow definitions of “work of 
art,” it can readily be seen that art and science have coexisted throughout the history of 
mapmaking, as in the instance of starkly functional portolan charts existing 
contemporaneously with fanciful and moralistic medieval mappaemundi.  
 This definition of the term “work of art” is frequently equated with maps’ 
ornamental elements and nothing more. The term evokes intricate work on the 
cartouches, robust putti, sailing ships, animals, native customs, sea monsters, and other 
embellishing paraphernalia that account for so much of the decorative appeal of early 
maps. In my opinion the attraction and lure of these early, “pre-scientific” maps is their 
total artistic effort: both geographical and “ornamental”. 
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 From an educational perspective, one of the earliest “decorative elements” were 
the illustration of animals and “monstrous races”. Wilma George in her 1969 book 
Animals and Maps provides a very detailed discussion of how various real and imaginary 
animals were displayed on maps from the medieval period onwards. However, the most 
of the illustrations in her book really did not do the subject justice.   
 As new lands were reported and appeared on the maps so new animals were 
written about and depicted on the maps. Many explorers wrote as much about the 
animals and plants of a region as they did about the people or the conformation of the 
coastline. Many of the cartographers used this information fully and their maps showed 
not only the shape of continents and islands but also many of the animals and people 
belonging to particular parts of the world. As new lands became more accurately and 
more fully delineated so more animals, exotic cultural features and people were to be 
found on the maps.  
 The continent of South America was reported in 1499 and the following year an 
attempt to depict such a continent occurred on the world map of Juan de la Cosa (#305). 
Only two years later, the Cantino (#306) and Caveri (#307) maps showing the coastline 
of South America also showed long tailed parrots. By 1529, the configuration of the 
eastern part of the New World was reasonably well known and, by that date, Ribeiro 
(#346) had filled the South American continent with some fifteen different types of 
animals; some, like deer, well known from other parts of the world; others, like 
armadillos and rheas, new to naturalists.  Ribeiro’s map also populated both Africa and 
Asia with a wide variety of animals. 
 
Note that the numbers in parentheses reference the complete monographs on each of the 
referenced maps on this website. 
 
 At the same time as the southern continent became known, explorers were 
reporting animals from North America but these animals were slower to appear on the 
maps. Increase was slow until the middle of the 16th century when, on French maps, 
much of the definitive map fauna started to appear as a result, very largely, of the 
reports of Jacques Cartier.  
 It seems then that, whereas reports of discoveries of new lands, of coastlines or 
islands often travelled from one country to another rapidly to influence the 
cartographers, the incorporation of new animals into the map fauna was either slow or 
had to wait for direct contact between cartographer and explorer or his journal. Catalan 
maps of the late 14th and early 15th centuries, for example, derived at second hand from 
reports of Marco Polo’s 13th century journeys. 
 One of the most elaborate examples of this art form during the medieval period 
is the profusely illustrated Hereford mappamundi (#226). The purpose of this world map 
was thought to be for educational purposes, particularly to stress the teaching of the 
Christian faith. This was important because it came at a time when the general 
population was uneducated and very provincial. In the Hereford map they could revel in 
this pictorial description of the outside world, which taught natural history, classical 
legends, explained the winds and reinforced their religious beliefs. Other similar 
elaborate medieval mappaemundi include the Ebstorf from 1235 (#224) and the Vercelli 
from ca. 1200 (#220.3). They too contain a large number of illustrations to reveal the 
world along with its natural flora, fauna and cultural elements, both past and present. 
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 On the other hand, the Cottoniana, or Anglo-Saxon map of 995 (#210) has but one 
illustration – that of a lion located in Asia. 
 As part of a famous “family of maps”, the El Burgo de Osma map of 1086 
(#207.14) is from the Beatus family of maps and carries a very typical religious theme 
throughout this world map. The special objective, or purpose of the cartographer was to 
portray the spread of the Christian Faith over the known world through the efforts of 
the twelve apostles.  This religious theme is explicitly expressed most clearly on the El 
Burgo de Osma mappamundi in a series of pictures of the twelve apostles; each apostle is 
located approximately in the locality where tradition fixed his preaching and his 
diocese. 
 The Psalter mappamundi of 1225 (#223) has only the depiction of the “monstrous 
races” in southern Africa. 
 Also during the medieval period, the anthropomorphic maps are examples of 
geographic maps in the form of human figures and/or religious imagery. Some 
surviving exemplars include the T-O Noahic map from Jean Mansel’s La fleur des histiores 
by Lambert of St Omer from the 15th century (#205) showing the three continents settled 
by the three sons of Noah: Shem, Ham and Japhet. Other examples include the maps of 
Europe by Opicinus de Canistris (#230) in the late 13th century. 

 Some medieval maps, such as those by 
Ranulf Higden (#232) used such imagery 
sparingly. Below is detail of Noah in the ark 
with a ram, lion, and a stag, from Ranulf 
Higden’s Polychronicon, England, c. 1350, 
Royal MS 14 C IX, f. 1v. 
 
 Like the Hereford and Ebsorf 
mappaemundi, the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235) 
is another example of a lavishly illustrated 
world chart, based somewhat upon the 
portlan [navigational chart] tradition.  
 It is because of these wondrous 
illustrations that I fell in love with old maps, 

and one of my all time favorites is the Borgia mappamundi from ca. 1450 (#237). This 
world map, oriented with the South at the top, was engraved on two copper plates 
riveted together and contains many textual legends, illustrations of 20 maritime vessels, 
and fauna from all three of Wilma George’s “regions”: Ethiopian, Oriental and Palearctic. 
In this respect Ms George states that it “formalized exuberance resembling the 12th 
century maps by populating the Oriental region with camels, jackals or hyenas, an 
elephant, a panther, lion, dragon and, marginally, in the region, some reptiles.” An elk 
or moose appears in Europe from behind some trees, with the tines on the opposing and 
upper edges of its antlers. Also there is a polar bear emerging from an igloo in Norway, 
domesticated reindeer, foxes and wolves to be found. This mappamundi is truly a work of 
art and a true story-telling device. 
 Another magnificently illustrated map is the Carta marina et Descriptio 
septemtrionalium terrarum ac mirabilium rerum in eis contentarum, diligentissime elaborata 
Annon Domini  1539 Veneci is  l iberal  i tate  Reverendissimi Domini Ieronimi Quirini [A 
Marine map and Description of the Northern Lands and of their Marvels, most carefully 
drawn up at Venice in the year 1539 through the generous assistance of the Most 
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Honourable Lord and Patriarch Hieronymo Quirino] by Olaus Magnus (#366). This map 
takes the viewer on a very detailed journey that is cultural, legendary and naturalist in 
scope. The purpose of this map? Olaus Magnus (1490-1557) did not like the map of 
Scandinavia in the 1482 edition of Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographia. The classic Ulm text, a 
translation of the Greek’s principles of geography and cartography formulated in the 
second century, purported to have the most current and accurate maps available at the 
time and was a reference work of great scholarly importance. But Olaus knew the map of 
Scandinavia was hopelessly wrong. To correct the erroneous ideas that most Europeans, 
especially southern Europeans, had about his native land, he made his own map. 
Published in 1539, the Carta Marina, a wall map in nine sheets, was the first large-scale 
map of any part of Europe. Also, the title makes clear that Olaus intended his map to be 
used by navigators, as do the navigational elements depicted on the map: four large 
compasses, rhumb lines indicating directions from them, a pair of dividers, and distance 
scales. 
 

 
Parrots on display on the Cantino planisphere of 1502 (#306) 
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 With respect to the display of ships on maps, an excellent discussion on this topic 
can be found in Richard Unger’s book Ships on Maps. This book also provides a very 
good synopsis of the evolution of map making. The first surviving examples of maritime 
vessels displayed on maps may be those of the Beatus St Sever mappamundi from the 11th 
century (#207.13) and those on the Borgia mappamundi (#237) of 1450. But, of course, the 
most elaborate and extensive display of ships is on the Fra Mauro mappamundi of 1460 
(#249). 
 By the mid 16th century, ships were commonly depicted on maps. They were so 
much a part of the “decorative” element that Abraham Ortelius and others often 
“borrowed” images of ships from earlier engravings. While some map historians believe 
that these images may be used to identify specific types of ships, most believe that 
mapmakers rarely attempted to portray ships in realistic or even contemporary format. 
But ships were so ubiquitous on maps of this period that, according to Unger, they have 
to be considered as another decorative element that symbolized authority, mastery of 
the ocean and hegemony of maritime European colonial powers. The many ships on 
Ortelius’ map bear only sketchy resemblance to actual vessels of the time. But they are 
pictured here actively engaged. Many fully rigged ships in the Atlantic Ocean are sailing 
to and from the Cape Verde islands and South America and the Caribbean. In the Pacific 
Ocean ships appear in a course between the Philippines and the Central American 
isthmus. Whether involved in commerce or in exploring new trans-oceanic 
transportation routes, these ships are additional examples of the kinds of “power 
relations” between the colonized and the colonizer that map historian J.B. Harley has 
said are symbolized by decorative features on maps of this period. 
 The following images are taken from the monographs on this website 
(www.myoldmaps.com) and represent some of my favorite examples as to why I love to 
study maps. Old maps contain a cultural history, a folklore history, insight into the 
beliefs and outlook of the time period in which they were made, a “snapshot” of the 
geographic and cosmological knowledge, and, sometimes, the political/religious 
pressures placed upon the map-makers. 
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The Carta Marina by Olaus Magnus, 1539 (#366) 
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The Medieval Period 

The Hereford Mappamundi, 1290 (#226) 
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An excerpt from the Hereford mappamundi showing southern Africa with the display of 

“monstrous races”, unicorns, lizards, centaur, blemyae, rhinoceros, etc. 
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A lion displayed in Asia on the Cottoniana, Anglo-Saxon map of 995.

The El Burgo de Osma Beatus mappamendi, 1086, showing the distribution of the twelve apostles and a 
skiapod in the “fourth part of the world”, the antipodes (#207.14) 
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A display of the “monstrous races” on the Pslater mappamundi of 1225 in southern Africa. 

Like those on the Hereford and Ebstorf mappaemundi, among the monsters of this region are Dog-headed 
Folk and people with heads in various stages of aggressiveness, having either descended between their 

shoulders or else absorbed the entire trunk of the body. Besides these there are cannibals, a race 
with six fingers, Troglodytes, Serpent-eaters, Skiapodes, and a nation that obtained shadow from 

the hugeness not of their foot but of their lip; tribes also without tongues, without ears, or without 
noses; others who, having only a little hole for mouths, were forced to suck their food through a 

reed; Maritime Aethiops with four eyes; and beings who never walked, but crawled on hands and 
feet.  These races, fourteen in all, come mostly from the writings of Solinus; many of them occur 

also on Ebstorf, on Hereford, or on both. (#223) 
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T-O Noahic map from Jean Mansel’s La fleur des histiores, Lambert of St Omer, 30x22cm, 15th century 

showing the three continents settled by the three sons of Noah – Shem, Ham and Japhet Bibliotheque 
Royale Albert Ier, Brussels, MS. 9231, fol. 281v (#205) 
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A map by Opicinus de Canistris, 1296, oriented with West at the top, showing Europe and North Africa in 
human form. Biblioteca Apostolica Vatican, Vat. Lat. 6435fol 79v (#230) 

 

 
Mansa Musa, King of Mali in North Africa from the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235) 
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The Marco Polo caravan and Chinese junks from the Catalan Atlas (#235) 

 
 

 
An attempt at illustrating a Chinese junk located in the Indian Ocean 

from the Catalan Atlas (#235) 
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A Chinese junk-like vessel and pearl divers in the Persian Gulf from the Catalan Atlas (#235) 

 
 

 
 

The Borgia Map, detail: Persian Gulf, Southern Africa (South at the top) showing ships at sea, camels, 
griffins, horses, deer, dog-headed men, and dragons (#237) 
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Borgia map detail: Asia (South at the top) displaying an elephant, horses, a griffin, wolves, ships, camels, 

oxen, lions, etc. and various ship types and legendary figures (#237) 
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Catalan-Estense mappamundi from 1450 (#246) detail: Northern Asia, India, showing the giant chasing 

the fox (upper left), the Polo-like caravans, Caspian Sea and Sri Lanka, and in the upper left-center, east of 
the Armenian plateau where the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers are shown originating, is Mount Ararat and 

Noah’s Ark perched on top. A northern European ship-type is shown in the Persian Gulf 
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The variety of ship types displayed on the 1460 elaborately illustrated mappamundi by Fra Mauro (#249)	
	

	
Ships in the Atlantic from a portolan chart by Grazioso Benincasa, 1482 
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An elephant giraffe, dragon, and crocodile as displayed in George’s “ethiopian region” 

on the Genoese world map of 1457 (#248) 
 

 
A griffon, or black vulture, leopard, ox and polar bear are displayed in the “palearctic region” on the 

Genoese mappamundi. 
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The Renaissance Period 

	
Indian boats and fishermen off the coast of Canada from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1688 globe 
 

	
Indians from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1690 map America Settentrionale . . . (#488) 
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Indians attacking an alligator in the areas of present-day Virginia, from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1690 map 

(#488) 
 

	
Ships off the coast of Japan from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1688 globe 
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Indians in South America, from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1690 map, America Meridionale (#488)	
	

	
	

Indians and animals in South America, from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1690 map, America Meridionale	
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An Indian settlement, canoe building and an alligator attack along the Mississippi River from  

Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1690 map, America Settentrionale . . . (#488)	

	
Patagonian giants. A monkey and cannibals in South America, from G.J. Blaeuw’s 1673 map  

Nova et Acurata Totius Americae (#482) 
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A fox, bears, deer, egrets and Indian settlements from Nicholas Visscher’s map Novi Belgii Novaque 

Angliae nec non parties Virginia Tabula, 1656. Below are some rabbits and a turkey. (#476) 
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Indian canoes, a turkey, deer, foxes, cranes, an otter, polecat, egrets, coyotes, rabbits, bears and beavers 

from Willem Janszoon Blaeu’s 1640 map Nova Belgica et Anglia Nova 
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A great variety of Asian ship types in the Pacific Ocean from Coronelli’s globe gore, 1688 
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A collection of animals in Africa from Henricus Hondius’ 1631 map Africae nova tabula 
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Ships and flying fish off the western coast of Africa, from Hondius’ 1631 map Africae nova tabula 
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Chinese junks, all seeming based on a single model, from G. Mercator/J. Hondius’ maps Iaponia (1620) and 
America (1606) 
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A Chinese land-based sailing vessel from J. Hondius’ 1606 map of China (#444.1) 
 

	
Chinese junks from a 1645 Bankoku Sõzu map 
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Eskimo (above) and Indian canoe (below) from Jodicus Hondius’ 1606 map America 
 

	
	

	
Armadillos, hogs, deer, lion, a turtle, a Blemyae (a creature who have mouths and eyes on their breasts from 

the writings of Isidore and Solinus) and an Amazon on the map of Guiana by Hondius, 1599. 
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A very elaborately drawn map of South America by Evert Gijsbertsz in 1596, the Tabula geographica ac 
thalassographica in qua tota Peruana ac magna Mexicanae pars cum suis insulis accurate describunturí. 
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Animals portrayed in A.F. Langren/ Linschoten’s map of China, 1595, including a rhinoceros, possible 

giraffees, and an elephant (#436.1) 
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Tapirs, opossum, and lion portrayed in A.F. Langren/ Linschoten’s map of South America, 1595, 

Patagonian giants shown below (#436.1) 
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Indians portrayed as cannibals in A.F. Langren/ Linschoten’s map of South America, 1595 
 

	
Ships in the Atlantic Ocean near southwestern Africa, from the map  

Africae vera forma, et situs by Gerard de Jode, 1593 
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From the map Brasilia et Peruvia by Gerard de Jode, 1593 
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Ships on the map Quiuirae Regnu cum alijis verus Borea [Alaska] by Cornelius de Jode, 1593 

 

  
 

Settlements in the far reaches of North America on the map Quiuirae Regnu cum alijis verus Borea 
[Alaska] by Cornelius de Jode, 1593 
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Indian canoes in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of South America from the map  

Brasilia et Peruvia by Gerard de Jode, 1593 
	

 
The Famouse West Indian voyadge made by the Englishe fleete of 23 shippes and Barkes wherin weare 
gotten the Townes of St. Iago: Sto. Domingo, Cartagena and St. Augustines ... Newlie come forth by 

Baptista B., 1589 
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Two fighting ships on the map The Famouse West Indian voyadge made by the Englishe fleete of 23 shippes 

and Barkes wherin weare gotten the Townes of St. Iago: Sto. Domingo, Cartagena and St. Augustines ... 
Newlie come forth by Baptista B., 1589 

 

 
 

Elephants and “prairie schooners” on the map Chinae olim Sinarum regionis, nova descriptio by 
 Abraham Ortelius/Ludovico Georgio, 1598 (#410.H2) 
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The Kirgessen people live in troups or hordes. They have the following custom: when a priest performs a 
religious ceremony, he obtains blood, milk and dung of beasts of burden, and mixes it with earth. He pours 

this in a specific vessel and climbs a tree with it, and when there is a gathering, he spinkles it over the 
people, and this sprinkling is considered to be divine, and is worshipped. When someone of them dies, that 
person is hung up in a tree by way of burial. From the map Russiae, Moscovia et Tartariae Descriptio by 

Abraham Ortelius, [Image of Russia, Moscovia and Tartaria by Antonius Jenkins the Englishman, 
published in London in 1598, and dedicated to the most illustrious Lord Henricus Sidneus, leader of the 

Wallei. With privilege] Abraham Ortelius from his atlas Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (#410.6) 
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Funeral ceremony by Kirghizes on the original Nova absolutaque Russsiae Moscovia et Tartaria 
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A captured bear, a team of domesticated camels, deer and horses adorn the the derivative of Jenkinson’s map 

by Gerard/Cornelis de Jode, 1593 
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Magellan’s ship, the Victoria, from Abraham Ortelius’ map MARIS PACIFICI, 1589,  

the first printed map of the Pacific Ocean 
 

 
Ships in the Mediterranean Sea from Ortelius’ 1564 map  

Serentissimae Reipublicae Genuensis Ducatus et Domini nova descriptio 
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Prester John in Africa from Gerard Mercator’s famous World Map, 1569 (#407) 

 

 
Patagonian giants in South America from Gerard Mercator’s famous World Map, 1569 
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Cannibals in South America (Brazil) from Gerard Mercator’s famous World Map, 1569 

 

 
A “monoculi”, exotic bids, an elephant and ship displayed on Sebastian Munster’s map Totius Africae 

tabula, & descriptio universalis, etiam ultra Ptolemaei limites extensa, 1546 
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Desert encampments and deer from the map Chinae olim Sinarum regionis, nova descriptio by 

Ortelius/Georgio, 1598 (#410.H2) 
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Africa in one of the most elaborately decorated maps - Pierre Desceliers’ Planisphere of 1546 featuring a 
large variety of animals and native peoples. Below are other scenes from this extraordinary world map 

(#478). 
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The cynocephali (dog-headed) cannibals in the hypothetical southern continent (Australia?).  

This scene was based upon Marco Polo’s description of the Andaman Islanders. Below is another 
cynocephalus in northern Asia and beside him the words “homes monstruces” (monstrous men) #478. 
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Scenes from Canada with a unicorn and natives attacking a flock of cranes. Below is a black bear on the 

mainland and polar bears on ice floes #478. 
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A portion of the Carta Marina of 1539 by Olaus Magnus showing Iceland with bears on ice floes, seals, 
men on horseback, whales attacking ships, otters, violin playing, volcanoes, St Brendan on the back of a 

whale, and cattle (#366). 
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Another portion of the Carta Marina displaying reindeer, horses, ice fishing, foxes, snakes, a lion, beaver, 

boat building, hunting, and warriors on ski (#366) 
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The Vallard Atlas of 1547 (#381.2) was profusely illustrated with native people, this scene is from the 

South America map. 
 

 
In the Vallard Atlas of 1547, on a portion of the map of the Adriatic Sea, displaying a variety of 

Mediterranean ship types, camels, and a bear. 
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The Vallard Atlas, the map of Canada, showing European settlers, native people, bears, dogs, foxes, deer 

hunting 
 

 
The Vallard Atlas, the Central America map showing very high detail images of people and even Mexico 

City 
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A page from the Miller Atlas of 1519 (#329.1) by Lopo Homem, Pedro & Jorge Reinel, the Indian Ocean 
shows numerous ship types (European and Arabic), palm trees, castles, natives, a lion, one-horned 

rhinoceros, elephants, camels, horses and birds. Detailed view below. 
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Indo-China from the Ulpius globe of 1542 (#367) displaying ibis, Indian goats, giraffe and lions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following maps illustrate my fascination with old maps 
– these represent some of my favorites 
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World map based on Ptolemy from the Liber Chronicarum by Hartmann Schedel, 1493 (#119) 
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The San Andrés de Arroyo Beatus, 1250 (#207.25) 
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The Cottoniana/Anglo-Saxon mappamundi, 995 (#210) 
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Zonal world map from Liber Floridus  
(Herzog-August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Cod. Gud. Lat I, folios 69v-70r)  

Lambert St Omer, 12th century 41.3 cm diameter (#217) 
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Psalter mappamundi, 1225-1265 A.D., 8.5 cm (3.7 inches) diameter 

(oriented with East at the top)	 
Manuscript on vellum: BL Add. MS 28681 (#223) 
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Mapa Mondi Figura Mondi, 1442 world map by Giovanni Leardo, 34.7 x 31.2 cm,  
Biblioteca Communale Library, Verona, Italy oriented with East at the top (#242) 
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The Bordia world map, 1410-1458, oriented with South at the top, resident at the 
Biblioteca Vaticana, it is engraved on two copper plates riveted together to form a circle 63 cm 

(24 inches) in diameter, with color rubbed in the engraved channels (nielli). The parts, which in 
the impression appear black, were in the original filled up with a melted substance, for the most 

part brown, but where ship’s sails are represented, white, and for flames, red. (#237) 
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The Catalan-Estense mappamundi, 1450, resident in the Biblioteca Estense, (C.G.A.1) has no author or 
date. It is circular, on a sheet of vellum with a blue border and is very well preserved 115.75 cm (east to 

west) by 11.4 cm (north to south), 113 cm diameter (45.5 x 44.8 in.).  (#246) 
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Fra Mauro's Mappamundi, 1459 
(oriented with South at the top) 

190.5 cm diameter (#249) 
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Wieder-Woldan Map, 1485, bearing neither title, indication of author, place of execution, or date. 
It is engraved on a circular copper-plate of a diameter of about 17.5 cm,  

Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Sammlung Woldan, K-V(Bl):WE 3, Vienna. 
(#255) 
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Martellus World Map, 1490, 79 x 48 inches/201 x 122 cm,  

Yale University Beinecke Library, New Haven, Connecticut (#256) 
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Martin Waldsmuller’s 1507 world map, the first use of the name “America” (#310) 
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The Johannes Schöner terrestrial manuscript globe, 1520, western Hemisphere 
 Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg (#328) 
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The Mare de Verrazana on the Michael Lok map of 1582 
John Carter Brown Library Brown University (#347) 
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The North Part of America by Henry Briggs, 1625, one of the first to show California as an island. (#461) 
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The Nansenbushu Bankoku Shoka No Zu [Outline Map of All Countries of the Universe], 
1710 by Zuda Rokashi Hotan (#510). 

 


